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ABSTRACT
We propose to exploit recent advances in GPU and Computer Graphics
to accelerate the slicing process of objects modelled via a CSG language.
Our target are open source low cost FDM printers such as RepRaps.
Our approach first inputs a CSG description of a scene which can be
composed of both meshes and analytic primitives. During display and
slicing the CSG model is converted on–the–fly into an intermediate representation enabling fast processing on the GPU. Slices can be quickly
extracted, and the tool path is prepared through image erosion. The interactive preview of the final geometry uses the exact same code path as
the slicer, providing an immediate, accurate visual feedback.
We propose a complete implementation of our technique, available
for download. We discuss several advantages of our approach such as
modeling with multiple materials, analytic primitives and slice shaders.
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Figure 1: Example of models created in IceSL. The bevel gears and pins are converted
from OpenSCAD scripts. Other CSG models have been created in IceSL. Right: Three
views of the G-code produced by the IceSL slicing engine (screenshots from Repetier
Host) Knight by andreas, Pin connectors by tbuser, gears by GregForst.
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INTRODUCTION

The large community of hobbyists that has developed around Repraps
and open-source FDM printers relies extensively on Constructive Solid
Geometry (CSG) to model new objects. For instance, many of the models shared on www.thingiverse.com come together with a parametric CSG description. CSG is indeed very convenient to reuse and
adapt existing geometries: For instance, any existing 3D mesh of sufficient size may be turned into a vase by subtracting a cone from its
interior. CSG is also a very powerful modelling approach on its own,
and is extensively used in the industry to model mechanical parts.
Unfortunately, this approach currently has several drawbacks. First,
visualizing the geometry resulting from CSG during modelling is difficult: Existing interactive rendering algorithms are either imprecise or
slow. Second, computing the triangulated mesh resulting from the CSG,
before printing, is a computationally intensive process: CSG operations
between triangle meshes can quickly degenerate due to numerical instabilities. This requires the use of expensive algorithms to properly
address the underlying geometric computations.
In this paper we describe our proof-of-concept software which demonstrates how to avoid the mesh generation entirely. The idea is to directly
jump from the CSG modelling to the slicing process, without generating
the intermediate triangle mesh. The core idea is not entirely novel, and
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is in particular included in RepRap Host 1 2 , albeit limited to base primitives. Our work extends this idea further, relying on recent advances in
real-time rendering to implement it in a simpler and faster way. Our software lets triangle meshes and analytical primitives be combined through
CSG operations. It interactively renders the final result on screen with a
pixel-accurate CSG algorithm, and uses the same algorithm during the
slicing process: What you see is what is printed. This process allows
for other interesting features, such as slice shaders: Small programs that
can select the material being used in every point of space. The time
between modelling and printing is greatly reduced, allowing users to
perform small adjustments while quickly previewing the result object
and G-code .
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PRIOR ART

IceSL does not bring significant novelty on the basic principles for slicing and computing tool paths for FDM printers. Our main contribution
is to propose a unified approach, through fast rendering operations on
the GPU.
We discuss below the techniques most related to ours. However, there
is a very large body of work in this area and we therefore cannot possibly
provide a thorough overview. Our goal is instead to outline similarities
and differences with some of the widely adopted approaches for CSG
modeling and slicing.
2.1

Background on the slicing process

Additive manufacturing, and in particular FDM printers, proceed by
adding layers after layers of material. In the case of RepRap printers,
the material is a plastic filament being deposited on top of the already
printed layers.
Prior to printing, any object has to be sliced into a number of layers.
Each layer is a list of 2D polygonal paths indicating where the printing
head should move, as well as how much plastic it should extrude. These
outlines are then converted into G-code , a language used to describe the
motion of numerically controlled tools.
When designing a slicer, there are two mandatory components: The
1
2

http://reprap.org/wiki/Mendel_User_Manual:_Host_Software#Using_CSG
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first is the slicing process which splits the geometry into a set of layers [PRD95]. The second is the computation of a tool path for the head.
An important design choice – which determines the robustness, accuracy and ease of implementation – is the internal representations of the
geometry and the extracted slices. Before describing our approach, let
us briefly review existing approaches.
2.2

Open source slicing software

We examined the source code of two open source slicers: Skeinforge and
RepRap Host. While there are many other softwares available such as
CURA, Slic3r, Kisslicer, we believe these two slicers represent well the
approaches used in the hobbyist community.
Skeinforge internally relies on a vector representation: Each layer is
a list of 2D outlines. Skeinforge can offset and can perform CSG operations on the outlines themselves. Internally a pixel table datastructure is
also used; however it seems only used for infill operations. Therefore,
Skeinforge is at its heart a vector-oriented engine.
RepRap Host relies internally on a grid of booleans at the maximum
resolution of the printer. It still performs vector operations to intersect
the slicing plane with an input triangle mesh, but the obtained 2D edges
are then connected together and drawn as 2D polygons into the boolean
grid. The tool path is extracted from the grid by 2D marching squares.
A big advantage of this approach is that many complex operations such
as boolean operators between shapes can be performed directly in the
boolean grid. Indeed, the intersection with the slicing plane commutes
with the CSG operators: performing the CSG in the 2D slices is equivalent to slicing the CSG object. The main downside, compared to a vector
engine, is a possible loss of precision due to the grid discretization. This
is mitigated, however, by the limited precision of the printer.
IceSL relies on a similar approach for CSG. However, in contrast to
these implementations, IceSL never extracts contour lines from triangle
meshes: All primitives regardless of their representation are treated in a
similar way. This greatly simplifies the pipeline.
2.3

CSG modeling

IceSL is not only a slicer, it is also a CSG modeler. This choice is
motivated by the fact that integrating CSG operations into the slicing
process has many advantages in terms of robustness and efficiency (as
4

seen with RepRap Host).
The most popular approach for CSG modeling in the hobbyist community has three steps: 1) model in OpenSCAD 3 , 2) generate a triangle
mesh (e.g. STL), and 3) input this mesh into a slicer (e.g. Skeinforge).
OpenSCAD is a powerful modeler offering a scripting language to generate complex CSG models. Internally all primitives are triangle meshes,
which makes it very versatile. A preview is provided on screen until a
triangle mesh of the final geometry is generated. Interactive rendering
uses the OpenCSG library [KD04]. Unfortunately, the preview is often
approximate unless additional information is specified.
CSG operations between triangle meshes are notoriously difficult to
achieve. This is essentially due to numerical issues in the intersection
of geometric primitives. OpenSCAD relies on the CGAL library 4 –
an excellent choice since it provides robust numerical computations for
geometry processing. However, the price to pay is a long processing
time. Giving away numerical robustness is however not an option: The
slicing process cannot recover from holes or cracks in the geometry.
Comparatively CSG operations are much simpler to perform in a raytracing context [GAC+ 89]: The CSG operations can be performed along
the ray, after computing the ray–primitive intersections independently.
This has been used to perform CSG on polygonal models, converting
back and forth between a ray–based representation of the geometry and
a polygonal model [WLC10].
We build upon this property in IceSL, skipping the mesh generation
step entirely. In this respect, our work shares interesting similarities
with the work of [YG96] and, more recently [ZLQ+ 11]. In these slicing
approaches the CSG operations are performed along rays in each slice.
However, instead of using Layered Depth Images [SGHS98] to sample
the geometry from its sides as in [ZLQ+ 11], we rely on an A–buffer data
structure based on spatial hashing [LHL13].
The A–buffer construction is performed on–the–fly, every frame for
rendering and just before slicing. Therefore, the geometry always remains in its original representation. We only convert it into our A–buffer
representation when needed, at the required resolution for accurate rendering or slicing. This is in contrast to Layered Depth Images where
care must be taken to align all sampling grids between objects to avoid
expensive reconstruction via depth peeling [Mam89].
3
4
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s = sphere(10)
b = box(15)
emit( difference(b,s) )

Figure 2: A simple script subtracts a sphere from a box.
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OVERVIEW

The input to our software is a script describing the geometry of the scene.
This typically includes triangle meshes and base primitives (spheres,
cylinders, cones, boxes) combined together through boolean operations.
The scripting language, based on LUA 5 , is described in the documentation 6 . An example of a script and its result is given Figure 2.
The script is processed to generate a list of primitives, each with a
unique identifier. At this stage the primitives are unmodified: The CSG
boolean operations are recorded but not applied. The script generates a
boolean expression in the C language. With the example Figure 2 we
will be given a box – id 0 – and a sphere – id 1 – and the expression will
be a string Id[0]&&!Id[1] (box 0 and not sphere 1) which describes
the final geometry.
The list of primitives is used both for interactive rendering and slicing, using the same algorithm. We exploit the GPU to generate a A–
buffer data structure [Car84]. The A–buffer is a 2D grid mapped on
screen: Each cell of the grid corresponds to exactly one pixel. In each
cell, it records the list of in/out events for all surfaces in the scene behind the pixel. The events are sorted by distance to the viewer. This is
illustrated Figure 3. The A–buffer provides many rendering effects such
as transparency and – most interestingly to us – pixel precise CSG.
We use the A–buffer to render on screen and to efficiently extract
slice images (Sections 3.1, 3.2 and 3.3). Once the image of a slice is
computed, we proceed forward with computing a tool path (Section 3.4),
and finally output the G-code (Section 3.5).
3.1

COMPUTING THE A–BUFFER

When the GPU creates an image on screen it converts all triangles into
pixels – called fragments at this stage. This process is known as rasterization. Many of the produced fragments will end up being hidden by
5
6
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Figure 3: A viewer on the left looks through a vertical screen of 8 pixels. The scene is
the difference between a sphere (green) and a box (red). The A–buffer records, in each
pixel, the list of in/out events (red dots for the box, green dots for the sphere). The dots
which are outlined in blue are the events which will be visible after applying the CSG
operation, while the thick blue lines show the intervals inside the final geometry. The
A-buffer is reconstructed every frame, and before each slicing session.

other fragments closer to the viewer: The depth buffer is used to keep
only the closest fragment.
The idea of the A–buffer is to record all fragments, instead of just
the closest ones. After constructing an A–buffer, each pixel has a list
of fragments ordered by depth. Thanks to recent advances in both GPU
capabilities and parallel algorithms, A–buffer construction can now be
performed efficiently. We rely on the HA–buffer [LHL13] for its simplicity of implementation, but other approaches such as per–pixel linked
list [Cra10a, Cra10b] would work equally well.
Our A–buffer algorithm is a pixel shader implemented in the GLSL
(OpenGL) language. Whenever the rasterizer produces a pixel for a surface, this small program is called. Instead of rendering on screen, we
store the event into the A–buffer data structure, recording depth, orientation (front/back) and the primitive id. Each of these fragments is an
event telling us whether the ray enters or exits a primitive, depending on
the orientation. From the point of view of the application, this simply requires setting up the view and drawing each of the primitives. For now
let us assume all primitives are triangle meshes – we discuss analytic
primitives Section 4.3.
3.2

RENDERING

A crucial part of any modeler is the interactive preview of the modeled
object. Rendering is performed by first generating an A–buffer from
the current viewpoint, and then traversing the A–buffer in each pixel to
7

determine the final color, as illustrated Figure 3.
CSG is performed per–pixel: In each pixel we traverse the list of ordered in/out events. Each event specifies whether we enter or exit the
primitive (front/back), the id of the primitive and its depth. As we traverse the list, we maintain an array Id indicating whether we are inside
or outside each primitive. At each event, we check whether the boolean
expression given by the script is true: We evaluate the expression, e.g.
Id[0]&&!Id[1].
If the result is true then the final geometry has been reached. The
traversal terminates and the depth and color at this location are returned.
This corresponds to the dots with a blue outline in Figure 3. In case of
transparent rendering the traversal continues through all events, combining the colors of all surfaces.
The boolean expression, obtained as a string from the modeling script,
is written into the GLSL shader before its compilation. the shader is recompiled whenever the script is modified. It is therefore efficiently evaluated. Nevertheless, our approach requires one boolean per primitive as
well as a complete evaluation of the CSG expression. This is simple but
limited, and much better approaches are possible [HR05].
Figure 1 illustrates the interactive rendering of our approach. It is
important to realize that the rendering is a pixel–precise CSG at full
screen resolution, updated every frame.
3.3

SLICING

Slicing is very similar to rendering. We first generate an A–buffer looking at the object from the slicing direction – the Z axis – with an orthographic projection. The X-Y resolution is ideally chosen so that the
pixels have the size of the finest X-Y printer precision. In practice, due
to limitations in the maximum size of the images we use a size of 0.05
millimeter per pixel (see Section 6 for a discussion). In each cell, we
obtain the list of in/out events for all primitives. In this case the depth
corresponds to the height on the printing bed.
After computing the A–buffer, we proceed with slicing. Each slice
is represented by an image having the resolution of the A–buffer. Given
a pixel of a slice and the slice height, we check whether the 3D point
corresponding to the pixel lies inside or outside the final geometry. This
requires traversing once, in the A–buffer, the list of events for the pixel:
We check whether the point is enclosed in an interval inside the final
geometry, using the boolean expression given by the script. This is done
8

Figure 4: Two slices extracted from the A–buffer (view from the side).

in parallel for all pixels by the GPU. This process is illustrated Figure 4.
A slice image is shown at the top right of Figure 5.
The slice heights are currently constant – typically between 0.1 and
0.3 millimeters. However, nothing prevents implementing an adaptive
slicing strategy [PRD95].
After this stage, we obtain one slice image per layer and proceed with
the tool path computation.
3.4

TOOL PATH

We first extract paths covering the outer boundaries of the shapes in
the slice image. These are often called perimeters. Optionally we also
extract multiple outer boundaries as illustrated Figure 5, bottom left. We
call these shells. Finally, we generate an infill pattern in the remaining
uncovered regions (Figure 5, bottom right).
We again rely on the GPU to accelerate tool path computation. In
particular, we use it to perform morphological erosion in the slice image
and extract perimeters and shells. We define two functions: The first,
extract, extracts a border of a given width from all shapes in the
input slice. The second, erode, removes a border of given width from
all shapes. Both are shaders in the GLSL language applied onto images.
The pseudo code for extracting perimeters and shells is:
1 slice = erode( slice , nozzleWidth / 2.0)
2 for i = 0 to S do
3
paths += extract ( slice ,1.0)
4
slice = erode( slice , nozzleWidth − 1.0)
5 end
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Figure 5: From left to right, top to bottom: 3D model with paths for one slice; corresponding slice image; extracted perimeters and shells; inner core that has to be covered
with infill. Model from owenscenic http://www.thingiverse.com/thing:3284

where S is the number of shells, nozzleWidth is the size of the nozzle
in pixels, and += adds two images together. After this process, paths
contains all the perimeters and shells. This is the bottom left image in
Figure 5. We readback this image for further processing on the CPU.
We also readback the slice image which now only contains the inner
core of the shapes, as shown bottom right of Figure 5. These are the
regions of the layer which are not yet covered. We generate infill in
these regions.
On the CPU, we use a Dijkstra algorithm to extract the perimeters
and shells from the paths image. We search for loops and longest paths,
so as to avoid printing many disconnected segments. This is done in
parallel for multiple layers. Next, we generate infill patterns. We currently only generate simple axis–aligned straight lines. The density can
be controlled to reduce material consumption. We traverse the slice
image in scanline order, detecting entrance/exit of the remaining shape
10

regions. The direction of the infill pattern alternates between layers.
Whenever the infill density is below 100% it is important to add covers to the printed model: Before exiting or entering the shape along the
Z axis, the region of the layers just below or above are forced to a 100%
infill. We conveniently detect these cases with the A–buffer. Whenever
a slice pixel is checked for inside/outside, we keep track of the minimal
distance between the point and the closest exit from the final geometry.
This information is recorded in a second channel of the slice image.
3.5

G-CODE GENERATION

After computing the tool path, IceSL runs a number of optional modules and then generates G-code . There is nothing specific about this
step, apart from the fact that the G-code generation is fully customizable through a LUA script.

4
4.1

OTHER FEATURES
MULTIPLE MATERIALS

Our slicing process also handles multiple materials – or rather multiple
tools. For instance, on our Replicator 1 Dual printer two extruders are
available and labeled tool 0 and tool 1. IceSL allows to choose the tools
during modeling.
To this end we introduce the notion of CSG groups. Instead of a
unique CSG expression, the script generates one expression per group
(through the use of the emit(shape,groupid) script function). Up
to eight groups are supported.
When generating a slice image, in each pixel a bit field describes
which groups enclose the pixel. By default, each group maps to a tool
id, and only the group with highest id is retained. This behavior can be
changed with the slice shaders (Section 4.2).
extract and erode (see Section 3.4) are slightly modified to take
the selected tool id into account: Perimeters will be produced at the interface of shapes with different tool ids. The rest of the pipeline requires
no further change, apart from taking the tool id into account when optimizing paths and generating G-code .
Figure 6 illustrates the slicing process with multiple materials.
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Figure 6: From left to right: 3D model with two materials; one slice showing the tool
selection; extracted perimeters and shells.

Figure 7: From left to right: Base 3D model; a slice shader produces a solid texture in
the mesh; printed object on a Replicator 1 Dual. Model from cerberus33 http://www.
thingiverse.com/thing:43467

4.2

SLICE SHADERS

Pixel shaders are a very popular concept in Computer Graphics. They
let one change the color of a pixel just before it is displayed on screen.
This is often used to hallucinate detail that is nowhere stored in memory.
Thanks to our pipeline we can bring a similar concept to 3D printing:
Just before a slice is sent to the tool path computation, we run a special
program on it called a slice shader. In each pixel the shader has access to
the 3D coordinates of the corresponding point in space (normalized and
world space), as well as to the bit field of the groups enclosing the pixel.
The shader also runs on empty pixels. This allows for a wide range of
effects, for instance switching material according to a procedural solid
texture [EMP+ 94], or even carving or adding material in specific locations. Printed objects in Figure 7 and 8 were both modeled in this way.
Because this effect is only applied during slicing it is somewhat difficult to preview. We nevertheless show to the user how a slice shader impacts the outer surface of the geometry. Material changes are displayed,
12

Figure 8: These models are carved by a slice shader. The carved area is revealed by
the red/black checkerboard in the interactive preview. Model from joo http://www.
thingiverse.com/thing:16378

and carving operations are indicated with a screen space checkboard, as
illustrated Figure 8. However, only the G-code visualization after slicing
gives a complete preview in this case.
4.3

ANALYTIC PRIMITIVES

Analytic primitives are handled by ray–tracing. Instead of directly displaying a triangle mesh, analytic primitives are displayed by rendering
a proxy geometry, usually a box enclosing the primitive. In the pixel
shader of the box, a ray is launched from the side in the direction of
the view, testing for intersection against the enclosed analytic primitive.
Each intersection provides the same information as a rasterized fragment: depth, surface id, front or back facing. These intersections are
inserted into the A–buffer. No other changes are required.
The main interest in this feature is to avoid having to pre–compute
a tessellated, approximate version of analytic primitives. Instead, these
primitives are sampled at slicing time, with the resolution of the printer.

5

RESULTS

IceSL is available on http://webloria.loria.fr/~slefebvr/
icesl. We used it on a large variety of objects including mechanisms,
figurines, tools, containers.
5.1

MODELING

IceSL is a full featured CSG modeling language based on LUA. Scripts
can be converted relatively easily from OpenSCAD. For instance the
13

Figure 9: A fully–functionnal spider robot entirely modeled and printed with IceSL.

bevel gears and pins in Figure 1 are converted from OpenSCAD scripts.
The modeling language lets us create complex, intricate geometries
such as the fully functionnal spider–legged robot in Figure 9. Slice
shaders enable very flexible modeling of multi-material objects, as illsutrated Figure 7 and 8.
5.2

SPEED

We compare our slicing efficiency to using OpenSCAD and a fast slicer,
Kisslicer. Note that IceSL is multi–threaded. The CPU cores compute
the tool paths for multiple slices while the GPU extracts the slices of the
next layers.
Tests are performed on a Core 2 Q6700 2.66 GHz (4 cores) equipped
with an NVidia GTX 480. We use the Doggie model 7 of which we have
both an OpenSCAD and IceSL description. We slice at 0.25 mm layer
height, 25% infill and no shells. OpenSCAD (v2013.01) generates the
STL in 16 minutes and 39 seconds. Kisslicer slices and outputs the Gcode in approximatively 10 seconds. In contrast, IceSL performs both
operations in 31 seconds.
In IceSL, the breakout of performance is as follows: Total time of 31
seconds, of which 2 seconds are for writing G-code . The total computation time (ignoring parallelism) is 18.5 seconds for slicing, 35 seconds
for perimeter extraction and 2.7 seconds for infills. We believe there is
a lot of room for improvement. In particular, the 18.5 seconds of slicing
are essentially spent in CPU–GPU communication.
7
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6
6.1

DISCUSSION
ROBUSTNESS

When modeling with CSG it is common for two surfaces to be perfectly
aligned. This implies that some events in the A–buffer will be given the
same depth values. Which surface comes first in this case is undetermined. Worse, due to numerical instabilities the ordering of overlapping
surfaces at an angle may randomly alternate (an effect often referred to
as depth–fighting). Such issues can have dire consequences, since large
portions of space could be wrongly categorized as inside or outside.
Fortunately, we can detect these cases. When traversing the list of
events in the A–buffer we merge all events which are closer to each
other than a given threshold. This filters out most numerical instabilities. Of course, this also prevents modeling of features thinner than the
threshold. However, depth is encoded on 24 bits over the entire height of
the model, and we use a conservative threshold of 64. Even for a model
1000 mm high the threshold represents only 4µm.
Another source of problematic cases are ill–formed meshes. We currently assume and expect meshes to be watertight and properly oriented.
In fact, we do support self-intersections and inner cavities by counting
the in/out events when traversing the A–buffer. We consider to be inside
a primitive when its counter is strictly positive. However, large holes
or cracks in models could introduce leakage. In practice, small holes
are not a problem unless perfectly aligned with the slicing direction. A
possible approach to make slicing robust would be the mesh repair technique of [NT03], which relies on a voting scheme between A–buffers in
several directions. This would fit well within our framework.
6.2

RESOLUTION

The main limitation of our approach is the size of the slice images. Indeed, even using a resolution of 0.05 millimeter per pixel (which is relatively large) the images quickly become extremely large: A 300 × 300
mm model requires already a 60002 image. This comes close to even the
best GPUs limit of 81922 .
Besides memory consumption this also has bad consequences on the
readback between GPU and CPU currently required for tool path generation. One approach to minimize these issues is to switch to a tiling
scheme avoiding to have to perform all computations on the entire slice
image at once, and allowing to skip empty parts of the slice image.
15

7

CONCLUSION

IceSL does not profoundly change the way slicing is performed. Instead,
it introduces a unified and efficient way to directly slice CSG models
composed of a variety of primitives. Since it relies on hardware rasterization, it is both efficient and simple to implement. Interestingly, we
never manipulate triangles explicitly besides OpenGL draw calls.
The use of the A–buffer algorithm results in a much simpler pipeline,
which affords for both interactive rendering of the objects being modeled and fast slicing. The geometry always remains in its original representation and is sampled by the A–buffer only when needed. By mapping the extraction of the slice image on the GPU we can introduce
concepts from Computer Graphics such as the slice shaders.
While IceSL currently focuses on FDM printers, we believe that our
approach would map well to other technologies relying on slicing.
IceSL is available for download at http://webloria.loria.
fr/~slefebvr/icesl.
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